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MILAN DESIGN WEEK: TWILS LOUNGE WILL BE
PRESENTING TWO COLLECTIONS
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Twils Lounge has some upcoming novelties to showcase in Milan Design Week this year. On the occasion
of iSalone 2019, the brand will be presenting its two collections titles Free and Share.
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MILAN FURNITURE DESIGN NEWS:
INTRODUCING NEW MINOTTI 2015

Both the collections set to be showcased during Milan Design Week consist of sets of free and modular chairs
that are easily adaptable to the environment as well as to the needs of those who use it, by supporting any
adaptation needed regarding both the needs of the customer and the amount of space available.
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Free is one of the collections set to be shown during Milan Design Week 2019. This one is best defined as
a destructured system, in which all of the seating elements consist of simple sommiets which are supported
by burnished metal feet whilst the backrests are free positioning. The elements are available in two depths
and four widths, all with anti-slip support. What’s peculiar about this set is the fact that the trapezoidal-shaped
corner seats allow any person who sits in the sofas to create “islands of comfort with an unusual shape”.
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You can also check out: TOM DIXON’S THE MANZIONI WILL
OPEN DURING MDW
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The second collection that will be showcased during Milan Design Week is Share. This collection has some thin
volumes as well as some net profiles that define a modular system which is perfectly suitable for positioning in
the center of any living room. This is due to the fact that the elements that compose it can easily be grouped
and distributed to be in accordance with the available space of the room it’s set in, which makes this a
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comfortable and versatile furniture piece.
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You may also like: MDW 2019: KNOW SOME OPEN CALLS TO
YOUNG DESIGNERS
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Prova a guardare il video su www.youtube.com oppure attiva JavaScript se è disabilitato nel browser.
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Twils consists of a leading brand in the field of textile beds based on the concept of the uniqueness and
exclusivity of any Made in Italy products. This brand has a close relationship with the world of design having
selected and worked on many proposals that were developed by several Italian brands and designers. In all of
their products, the brand aims for all of them to provide, in their own words “wellness, strength, ergonomics,

Milan Design Week: Twils
Lounge will be presenting
two collections
These 2019 Color Trends are
fitting to any taste and
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and practicality” to any customer that chooses their services. They are one of the brands that never misses
the Salone del Mobile during Milan Design Week.
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Then subscribe, leave a comment and don’t miss out
upcoming articles on the event!
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Did you like the collections that Twils is set to show
at Salone del Mobile 2019? Are you looking forward
to Milan Design Week 2019?

